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Why become an IEEE Senior Member?

- Elevation is based on peer recognition
- Recognition within the section
- $25 coupon to join a technical society
- Volunteer leadership eligibility
- Serve as reference for new candidates
- Elevation plaque
- Senior member retention is over 95 percent
Senior Membership Qualification

- Be engineers, scientists, educators, technical executives, or originators in IEEE-designated fields
- Have experience reflecting professional maturity
- Have been in professional practice for at least ten years (with some credit for certain degrees)
  - Bachelor degree: three year credit
  - Master’s degree: four year credit
  - Doctoral degree: five year credit
- Show significant performance over a period of at least five of their years in professional practice
  - Team or project lead
  - Patents and publications
  - Management and leadership
What are IEEE Designated Fields?

Electrical or Electronic Engineering is not the only IEEE designated field, which also includes:

- Engineering
- Computer Sciences and Information Technology
- Physical Sciences
- Biological and Medical Sciences
- Mathematics
- Technical Communications
- Education
- Management
- Law and Policy
How the Orlando Section is helping member elevate?

- Senior members are available at the Elevation Drive to readily provide references.
- Nominations through the section require only two additional references, instead of three.
- Senior member candidates should bring a CV or resume for referrer review.
More Information

Members can obtain more information about Senior Membership from the IEEE Senior Member site

http://www.ieee.org/senior-member
http://www.ieee.org/orlando